This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017 shift methods, is presented that suppresses such sidebands to arbitrary order, allowing ultraclean spectra to be obtained.
The proton is the most frequently studied nucleus in NMR because of its chemical ubiquity and high sensitivity. 1 H spectra are rich in chemical information, but their narrow chemical shift range and extensive overlap of multiplet structure complicate spectral analysis and interpretation. Pure shift NMR [1] [2] [3] has proven to be a valuable tool for the analysis of crowded spectra, [4] [5] [6] improving resolution by suppressing the effects of homonuclear couplings J while retaining the chemical shift. However, all current direct domain pure shift methods (as opposed to experiments suppressing couplings in an indirect domain of a multidimensional spectrum) suffer from weak periodic artefacts. Such experiments are based on the periodic refocusing of the scalar coupling evolution, using either 1D 7 (real-time) or pseudo-2D
(interferogram) data acquisition. 8 The artefacts arise because for sensitivity reasons the pure shift FID is respectively acquired or constructed in chunks of a few tens of ms duration (1/sw 1 ) each, while the scalar couplings are only perfectly refocused at the midpoint of each chunk. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] The small amount of J evolution during the rest of the chunk causes a weak modulation of the signal envelope with period 1/sw 1 (as do a variety of other perturbations, including instrumental imperfections). On Fourier transformation this modulation leads to each peak acquiring small periodic sidebands at intervals sw 1 . These ''chunking sidebands'' are typically at a level less than 2-4% of the parent pure shift signal, and in most cases can be ignored. However, in mixture analysis these artefacts can cause serious problems, obscuring the real signals of minor mixture components. Here, we show that by systematically manipulating the timing of pure shift experiments during normal time averaging it is possible to suppress chunking sidebands to arbitrary order, at negligible cost in sensitivity. This new method (SAPPHIRE, Sideband Averaging by Periodic PHase Incrementation of Residual J Evolution) will allow the measurement of ultraclean pure shift spectra and facilitate the analysis of low-level mixture components. The most challenging NMR samples are mixtures; those with a wide range of signal intensities are particularly challenging. has not yet found significant application, perhaps because it only reduces the peak amplitude of sidebands, but can in favourable cases give sufficient improvement to allow low-level signals to be identified, if not quantified. The new SAPPHIRE method, in contrast, gives essentially complete suppression of sidebands. Here, we propose a different method that can completely suppress sidebands, by manipulating the phase of the residual modulation through small (ms) timing changes. The classic Zangger-Sterk sequence 8 in the commonly used form 13 of Fig. S1 in the ESI † refocuses J modulation at a time 1/(2sw 1 ) after the onset of acquisition, at the midpoint of the chunk of data acquired. Suppose that two experiments are carried out, one with the conventional timing and one in which J is refocused immediately before acquisition. If the results are averaged, the sum of the two modulation patterns will give a pattern in which the peak-to-peak modulation has been reduced and in which the periodicity has halved, from 1/sw 1 to 1/(2sw 1 ). Fourier transformation of the averaged signal will then yield a spectrum in which the first sidebands appear at AE2 sw 1 , rather than AEsw 1 . As shown in Fig. S8 (ESI †), extending this to four steps will cancel sidebands up to third order, and so on. Fig. 2 shows a slightly modified sequence that incorporates a brief extra echo to allow the point of J refocusing to be shifted forwards or backwards in time, so that the J modulation phase can be varied over a complete cycle. The net J evolution time t J is 2(t 1 À t 3 ), so in the conventional sequence t J = À1/(2sw 1 ). (There is an analogy here with the suppression of sidebands in bilevel heteronuclear decoupling 15 ). To suppress sidebands to order N À 1, a series of pure shift interferograms is constructed with N different modulation time shifts Dt J , and subsequently averaged. In acquiring the first chunk of each interferogram, the delays t 1 are of duration Min(t min + 1/(4sw 1 ) À Dt J /2, t min ), the delays t 3 are of duration Max(t min À 1/(4sw 1 ) + Dt J /2, t min ), t 2 = t min + 1/(4sw 1 ) À |t 1 À t 3 |, and the duration of data acquisition (i.e. the size of the first chunk) is 1/sw 1 À Dt J , where t min is the minimum time needed for a gradient pulse and subsequent recovery, and Dt J is incremented from 0 to (N À 1)/(Nsw 1 ) in steps of 1/(Nsw 1 ). Subsequent chunks of data in each interferogram are acquired with t 1 = t min + 1/(4sw 1 ) and t 3 = t min , but with the evolution time t 1 reduced by Dt J to allow for the duration of the first chunk acquired, and t 2 = t min + Dt J /2. Fig. 3a to h ; averaging the 8 spectra leads to a clean spectrum with sidebands suppressed to order 7. Since the sidebands decrease rapidly in amplitude with increasing order, 16 it is rarely necessary to go beyond N = 3. At first sight the new method would appear to be very timeconsuming, but in practice this is not the case. The sensitivity of the new method is almost identical to that of the parent experiment, the only difference is a small extra penalty incurred in T 2 relaxation during the period 2t 2 . To acquire a pure shift spectrum in which chunking sidebands are visible above the noise will almost always require significant time averaging, so the minimum experiment duration is unchanged, and even the simplest possible implementation (a 2-step SAPPHIRE suppression) will yield 90% of the benefit (Fig. S8, ESI †) . Apart from the very small extra T 2 weighting, under high resolution conditions the quantitative character of SAPPHIRE is essentially the same as that of the parent pure shift method (Zangger-Sterk in the example shown): the intensity of the centreband is unaffected by the suppression of the sidebands.
The extra echo in Fig. 2 can be dispensed with if desired, reverting to the basic framework of the standard Zangger-Sterk sequence of Fig. S1 (ESI †) . Instead of respectively decrementing and incrementing the delays t 1 and t 3 of the sequence of Fig. 2 , the delay t 1 of Fig. S1 (ESI †) is decremented until it reaches zero, at which point the hard 1801 pulse echo and the soft pulse echo are interchanged and t 1 is incremented until the modulation cycle is complete. If the sequence of Fig. S1 (ESI †) is used it is necessary to adjust the phase of the soft 1801 pulse to match exactly that of the hard 1801 pulse, in order to avoid a phase discontinuity between the two sequence variants. 8 The results presented here were acquired using the original Zangger-Sterk J-refocusing method. Exactly the same approach can be used with other J-refocusing sequence elements such as PSYCHE 11 or band-selection 9,17 as shown in Fig. S10 and S11 of the ESI. † The logic of the SAPPHIRE method should also be independent of whether data are acquired in interferogram or real-time mode.
In direct-domain pure shift experiments there is a tension between sensitivity and spectral purity when choosing the parameter sw 1 , which determines the data chunk duration 1/sw 1 . Residual J modulation sidebands increase rapidly as sw 1 decreases, so it is usual to choose a value of sw 1 large compared with the maximum multiplet width of interest. Practical experiments typically use sw 1 values of the same order as the 39 Hz used for Fig. 1 and 3 . With the SAPPHIRE method it is possible to reduce sw 1 substantially, to values that would normally give rise to unacceptably strong chunking sidebands, as illustrated by the results in Fig. S9 of the ESI † with sw 1 values of 10 and 20 Hz. At first sight it is very tempting to make use of the two-or four-fold time saving this would allow. Unfortunately while the sidebands are very efficiently suppressed, a price is paid for the time saving in distorted signal intensities, wide multiplets giving slightly weaker pure shift singlets.
One welcome by-product of chunking sideband suppression is a reduction in strong coupling artefacts. All pure shift methods fail to a greater or lesser extent when spins are strongly coupled. 18 Where this failure leads to signal discontinuities between data chunks, the artefacts that result are periodic, as for example around 2 ppm in Fig. 1b and c and in Fig. S12 of the ESI. † SAPPHIRE averaging suppresses these periodic artefacts, leading to the much cleaner result in Fig. 1d . A further improvement could result if this is combined with the recently-published triple spin echo PSYCHE sequence. 19 Over 70 papers have been published to date on directdomain pure shift methods. In every case, the use of chunked data acquisition, whether in real time or in pseudo-2D (interferogram) mode, leads to periodic artefacts. These chunking sidebands can cause significant problems in the analysis of low-level components of mixtures (and indeed of other low-level signals such as those of end groups and branch points in polymers). The novel approach introduced here offers the possibility of acquiring ultraclean, high dynamic range 1 H pure shift spectra by suppressing these artefacts, whether in interferogram or in real-time pure shift experiments, without affecting the quantitative character of the measurement. This work was supported by AstraZeneca and by the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (grant numbers Fig. 3 Illustration of the cyclic phase rotation of the sidebands for H 6 of rosuvastatin in the sample used for Fig. 1 . Here, the right hand first-order side sideband overlaps with a BEM signal (*). Dt J indicates the incremented J evolution time. The modulation phase changes in spectra (a) to (h) in steps of +451, starting from À1801. The sum of spectra (a-h) is shown in (i).
